Michigan raises drinking age

by Mike Shields
Staff Reporter

Based on the early returns it seems that Michigan voters passed the proposition raising the state's minimum age for purchasing liquor from 19 to 21.

The proposition will automatically become law on Dec. 22, 45 days from today. The new law is required by the state constitutional amendment.

Senator Charles O. Aslan (8 Niles) of Michigan said in a telephone interview yesterday that the referendum was the result of complaints received by the Michigan legislature from the public about drinking and a "dramatic" rise in alcohol-related traffic involving young people.

Zollar explained that the new proposal would have prevented 18-year-olds, many of whom are still in high school, from buying alcohol for younger friends.

"It would certainly be more rational to probably reduce the drinking age to 19," said Ellen Dorney, president of Badin Hall. As a result of the discussion, the head of Badin Hall. As a result of the discussion, the head of Badin Hall was pointed out that lottery campus. Both proposals were

held an alcohol abuse conference. The proposed lottery included the

People came to ND yesterday to cast their ballots for their favorite candidates. (Photo by Mike Bigley)

APF - Among incumbents assured of re-election to the Senate was Democrat John Brademas, who won an 11th term handily over Republican Thomas Thurston, the same man he defeated two years ago. Brademas, third-ranking Democrat in the House as majority whip, had been considered a possible GOP target earlier this year until he learned the wrongdoing in accepting-and legally reporting-more than $5,000 in campaign contributions from South Korean businessmen Tong- sun Park and others.

With 99 percent of the precincts reporting Brademas defeated Thurston 62,836 to 58,551 or 56 percent to 44 percent in their third district race.

In other major Indiana races, Republicans swept to victory.

In Michigan, Republicans swept to victory.

Democrats swept to victory.

HPC discusses housing

by John McGrath
Staff Reporter

Concern was expressed at last night's Hall's Presidents' Council (HPC) meeting over the possibility just a
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The vote was 62,836 to 60,551, or 56 percent to 44 percent in their third district race.

In other Indiana voting, Hamilton

County voters overwhelmingly rejected a local ballot petition re­

The emphasis on enforcing the

regulation, which prohibits the consumption of alcohol in a local bar, is meant to reflect what Roemer clearly a serious concern about alcohol abuse at Notre Dame. He cited past cases of students passing out in the stands and being left there following games as examples of such abuse.

Roemer also noted that, while
drug tests were taped off, alcohol­

related problems in the stands have not been eliminated entirely. As an example of such persisting

problems, Roemer said, the police arrested a student during which a girl was injured while being "passed up" through the stands. Another potential

By Kathleen Connelly
Senior Staff Reporter

Dean of Students James Roemer has reported that blatant abuse of alcohol and illegal drinking at home football games has decreased sub­

stantially this season. Roemer indicated that reports he has received and from his personal observations, apparently both students and nonstudents are drinking less in the stadium.

"From the press box," Roemer commented, "I have a bird's-eye view, and I have seen far fewer incidents of serious alcohol abuse this year than in the past." The decrease is attributed to the "fantastic response of the student body to the concern about drinking in the stadium," Roemer noted.

Interestingly, students have been requested to pass out in the stands and being left there following games as examples of such abuse.

Roemer also noted that, while drug tests were taped off, alcohol-related problems in the stands have not been eliminated entirely. As an example of such persisting problems, Roemer said, the police arrested a student during which a girl was injured while being "passed up" through the stands. Another potential hazard arises from cans and bottles that are thrown by intoxicated fans.
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SMC launches 'College Career Days'

by Lisa Follas

Saint Mary's launched its 1978 "College Career Days" with a lecture by two alumnae on the benefits of a liberal arts education. Carol Weber and Denise Cavanaugh, liberal arts majors who grew up in Chicago together and continued as roommates at Saint Mary's, discussed the different paths their lives took after graduation in 1964. Cavanaugh operates Cook-Cavanaugh Associates, an organizational management consulting firm for women. She lectured on career opportunities in the working world for liberal arts majors and the business world's view of these graduates.

She cited certain basic skills as being highly important for a liberal arts major in the working world and in personal life. Learning to develop decision making, problem solving, forecasting, planning and communication skills is extremely crucial to the success of a liberal arts major, Cavanaugh said.

Cavanaugh also discussed some of the characteristic stereotypes that women in the working world must face. She claimed that a liberal arts education enables a woman to incorporate such "womanly" virtues as being emotional, dependent and detail-oriented with the more "manly" virtues of rationality, initiative and risk-taking.

"The real need is to hang on to the core of who you are. This is the result of your liberal arts education," Cavanaugh noted.

Weber dealt with the family-oriented domestic alternative for a liberal arts graduate. She maintained that motherhood, a full-time job with many rewards and many problems, can also include a part-time career. While her husband was in law school, Weber worked full-time.

Over the ears, Weber has worked as a full-time high school English teacher and a part-time newspaper reporter. She still finds time for several community activities, particularly the League of Women Voters.

Weber went on to say that a full-time working mother must learn how to handle the criticism directed at her by society. It is possible, she asserted, to be a mother and have a full-time career.

However, one must be highly motivated, organized and realistic about the demands which will be made in both areas of her life.

Both women asserted that a broader image of the future must be taken when a graduate starts looking for a job. This task is only the first of many decisions a woman will have to make in life, Cavanaugh stated.

Although a liberal arts education might not seem extremely helpful in securing a job right after graduation, it ultimately will pay off in the working world as one develops basic skills. Cavanaugh commented. Besides contributing mental health, a liberal arts education can be of economic value. It is an investment in the future, she added.
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"Elections-Are-A-Royal-Pain; Let's Trade Bits for 6 Days-Off-Kings" Knight

Reigning Monarch: Margie DeLavelle-Grandeur Brasso
Royal Princess: Patzy 'Just Bow To Me' Campbell
Serfs: Mary Pat; Nobody in Particular
Ellis, Scott; 'Common Peon' Sullivan
Jamie; 'Simple Laborer' Helpin
Court Jester: Rosemary Mills
Vassals: Greg Soloman, and Frank; two by 30
LaCretti
Political Pawn: Kim Cavanaugh
Nancy Norris, Mary Chustak, Katie Bresnich
Royal Advisor: Mard Nevin
Knight: Mike Lewis
Squires: Marian Uleny, Kathy O'Laughlin
Churl: Sue Johnston
Resident Wizard: Mike "Hot Stove" Bigley

Weather

Sunny and pleasant today with highs in the upper 50s. Mostly clear and warmer tonight and Thursday. Loves around 40 tonight with highs climbing into the upper 60s Thursday. Southwest winds of 10-20 mph.

On Campus Today

9 am
book sale, univ. of nd press, great hall, o'shag

noon-9 pm
career workshop, hourly workshops throughout day, stapleton lounge, smc

3:25 pm
graduate seminar, "cata yok oxidation of oleines," prof. mike davidson, rice u., spon. by cheg, 2:51 cheg, bldg.

5:15 pm
faster's mass, all invited, spon. by whc, walsh chapel

6 pm
meeting, 4th annual jpi meeting nat'l assoc. of accountants, area financial chaps., joseph p. monogram rm. acc

6:30 pm
meeting, sailing club, 20c o'shag

9:15 pm

7-9 pm
resume and i ii, mary ann daly & susan tamborini, student affairs, conference rm. inn, smc

7 pm
meeting, texas club, farie lounge

7:30 pm
lecture, "historical representation and religious vision," by dr. hayden wh te, univ. of cal., spon. by gen. program, 278 galvin

8 &
10:15 pm
film, "the autobiography of miss jane pitman," lyon hall chapel, 51

8 pm
opera, "don giovanni," the goldovsky grand opera co., o'laughlin aud., nd students $2, public $3.50

8:45 &
10:50 pm
third world film festival, "the barefoot doctors of rural china," eng. aud.

8:15 pm
recital, raymond herbert, piano, lib. aud.

INTENSIVE CARE VS. THE MENTALLY ILL: THE CASE FOR EUTHANASIA
Hesburgh discusses policies

by Rob Powne
Staff Reporter

"The University is not investing in any banks that lend money to the South African government," University President Fr. Theodore Hesburgh told a crowd of 100 in Kenan-Stanford Chapel last night.

Hesburgh discussed the University's investment policy, as well as the proposed new women's dorm, coed dorms and Notre Dame-Saint Mary's relations, at the forum which was sponsored by theStanford Academic Commission.

Hesburgh, a board member of Chase Manhattan Bank, said that, in 1977, Chase Manhattan became the first bank to adopt officially the policy of refusing loans to the South African government.

Hesburgh said that he spent two weeks in South Africa last summer working to reform the university's policy of refusing loans to the South African government.

Hesburgh said that the passage of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 has not yet been decided, Hesburgh said that he told those South Africans whom he met on his expense of converting men's halls, Notre Dame's tradition as a men's school and the greater generosity of men alumni.

Hesburgh said that the trend toward coed dormitories on college campuses has Beyond off. He pointed out that Princeton is offering single sex housing for the first time in several years.

Hesburgh also commented on the importance of Notre Dame's social relationship with Saint Mary's. "Women should associate with Saint Mary's women," he stressed.

He also discussed the importance of Notre Dame's social relationship with Saint Mary's. "Women should associate with Saint Mary's women," he stressed.

Hesburgh said that he writes directly to those companies which have plants in South Africa, "keeping an eye on them" and recommending that they recognize black laborers.

In response to a student's question, Hesburgh stated that he plans to enroll 500 more women at Notre Dame, but that a quota system would be maintained. He explained that some of the reasons for keeping a quota were the expense of converting men's halls, Notre Dame's tradition as a men's school and the greater generosity of men alumni.

A few years ago, the president of Bryn Mawr (a women's college) had to practically kill himself to raise twenty million dollars. Hesburgh offered as an example.

The architectural plan for the proposed women's residence has not yet been decided, Hesburgh said, "because students keep changing their minds." The first plan for another high-rise hall was approved by students in one survey and then disapproved in a later survey.

"I doubt we will have coed dorms," Hesburgh said in reply to another student-raised question. He pointed to single-sex dorms as having "the best of both worlds," offering "privacy and allowing students to visit each other better than half of each day.

Hesburgh pointed out that the trend toward coed dormitories on college campuses has Beyond off. He pointed out that Princeton is offering single sex housing for the first time in several years.

Hesburgh also commented on the importance of Notre Dame's social relationship with Saint Mary's. "Women should associate with Saint Mary's women," he stressed.
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In response to a student's question, Hesburgh stated that he plans to enroll 500 more women at Notre Dame, but that a quota system would be maintained. He explained that some of the reasons for keeping a quota were the expense of converting men's halls, Notre Dame's tradition as a men's school and the greater generosity of men alumni.

A few years ago, the president of Bryn Mawr (a women's college) had to practically kill himself to raise twenty million dollars. Hesburgh offered as an example.

The architectural plan for the proposed women's residence has not yet been decided, Hesburgh said, "because students keep changing their minds." The first plan for another high-rise hall was approved by students in one survey and then disapproved in a later survey.

"I doubt we will have coed dorms," Hesburgh said in reply to another student-raised question. He pointed to single-sex dorms as having "the best of both worlds," offering "privacy and allowing students to visit each other better than half of each day.

Hesburgh pointed out that the trend toward coed dormitories on college campuses has Beyond off. He pointed out that Princeton is offering single sex housing for the first time in several years.

Hesburgh also commented on the importance of Notre Dame's social relationship with Saint Mary's. "Women should associate with Saint Mary's women," he stressed.
Offering reciprocated

Dear Editor:

According to J. Erle Bauwens in the Notre Dame communal summer meeting, \( X \) was true.

[Continuation of the text]

Tickets needed

Dear Editor:

This Friday, November 11, the ND-SMC Council for the Retarded, Big Brothers-Big Sisters, and the Notre Dame-Community Center are planning a project to take approximately 300 mentally handicapped or underprivileged kids to the Notre Dame-Fisher Football game. A trip to the football game is a tremendously fun and good experience for the mentally handicapped kids and adults. We often end Saturday Retirement at Legion Center by singing the ND fight song, and the spirit and enthusiasm that the kids have for the team is unmatched. Last week the retard- ed worked on noontime and a banner with which they hope to cheer the team on this Saturday.

A football game is an event in which a community shares a common purpose and understanding. The mentally handicapped people are very much a part of the South Bend community, and they offer much to the spirit of the ND-SMC. An opportunity to see the football game will make this weekend a very special one for the retarded.

Student ticket contributions are needed to get the kids into the game. With your ticket, a mentally handicapped or underprivileged child can go to the game Saturday, and have a very good and special time.

ND-SMC Council for the Retarded

A question of effectiveness

Dear Editor:

In the wake of two potentially disastrous conferences regarding residents in Fisher Hall, some students feel it is not necessary to pay such fees as the ND-Security's handling of such calamities. In the first case above, the security guard took the time that he did because he was tending to a person who had stolen a bike. Is this more important than getting a guy that had an accident over in pain to the hospital? Clearly, some priorities must be considered.

Fortunately the two students involved in these cases were not beyond treatment. But, if security continues to take as long to arrive on the scene of such accidents, the day will arrive when they will reach their destination too late. When they do find themselves headed toward legal actions because of this, they will then regret their decision. Something must be done about the operations of the security force.

Concerned Residents of Fisher Hall

P.O. BOX Q

You've Got to Be More Than Just a Face in the Crowd

By Garry Trudeau

You've Got to Be More Than Just a Face in the Crowd

By Garry Trudeau

...by Garry Trudeau

DONESBURY

Shit, I know my father. Did you do research work? Or do you just call your friend and say, 'Hey, I found out the deal at Godfrey-Tufts - how much can I meet the Chinese? Meet the Chinese?'

So, you're going to be pretty rich, aren't you? I mean, I'd love to hear you. Let's go!

HAT ARE WE TALKING ABOUT?

15% MARDY. I was forced to send MARDY. ALL HARD. SORRY. WERE HERE TO HELP You. MEET YOUR CHINESE. MEET YOUR CHINESE. MEET YOUR CHINESE.

Is it not your turn to say what this is about? OR.

I DONT KNOW WHAT YOU MEAN? A. YOU HAVE TO BE MARDY. YOU KNEW MR. K. YOU KNEW MR. K. YOU WERE THERE. YOU KNEW MR. K.

I DON'T KNOW WHAT MR. K IS. I DON'T KNOW WHAT YOU MEAN. I DON'T KNOW WHAT YOU MEAN. INDEED. INDEED. INDEED.
To avoid fire hazards

ND halls clean out chimneys

by Kathy Rosenthal

"Bryan's Soothing Sweep" is cleaning out the chimneys of Alumni and Dillon Halls, which, according to John Michalski, director of Maintenance, "have not been cleaned for as awfully long time, at least as far back as 1967."

These chimneys are badly in need of sweeping. If the soot caught fire, your dorms would instantly become flaming volcanoes," said chimney sweep Pat Bryan, adding, "Chimneys should be swept every two years if they are used frequently."

Michalski agreed, "If the chimneys had remained unswept they would have had high potentials as fire hazards."

Bryan said that Alumni's and Dillon's chimneys are the tallest ones he has ever swept. Had the chimneys been any taller his brooms would instantly become flaming volcanoes," said chimney sweep Pat Bryan, adding, "Chimneys should be swept every two years if they are used frequently."

Michalski agreed, "If the chimneys had remained unswept they would have had high potentials as fire hazards."

Bryan said that Alumni's and Dillon's chimneys are the tallest ones he has ever swept. Had the chimneys been any taller his brooms would instantly become flaming volcanoes," said chimney sweep Pat Bryan, adding, "Chimneys should be swept every two years if they are used frequently."

Michalski agreed, "If the chimneys had remained unswept they would have had high potentials as fire hazards."

Dean Roemer reports on alcohol abuse situation

(continued from page 1)

problem," he commented.

However, as a result of concern expressed by hall staffs and students, Roemer has issued a recommendation to ACC officials, suggesting that the University stop selling alcohol at the Tip Off Club which operates during basketball games and Blue Line Club at hockey matches.

"It is the position of the Office of Student Affairs that the University should not be in the business of selling alcohol during sporting events," Roemer said, adding that it is inconsistent to prohibit smoking during the football games and allow it at basketball and hockey matches.

Are you interested in

- Becoming a Christian?
- Being Baptized?
- Becoming a Roman Catholic?
- Receiving the Sacrament of Confirmation?
- Learning More About the Roman Catholic Religion?

For information about the INDIVIDUAL INSTRUCTION PROGRAM please contact the NOTRE DAME CATECHUMENATE at:

CAMPUS MINISTRY
BETWEEN BETHLEHEM AND RICHARD HALL
MEMORIAL LIBRARY
823-2530

Wednesday, November 8, 1978

Faculty from the Dept. of Urban and Regional Planning

Ball State University

will be on campus Nov 15 to provide information about planning as a career

Planning is one of the 25 Hot Careers for the 1980's

A

dra cadabra.
I sit on his knee.

Presto chango,
and now he is me.

Hocus pocus,
we take her to bed.

Magic is fun;
we're dead.

MAGIC

A TERRIFYING LOVE STORY

JOSEPH E. LEVINE PRESENTS

MAGIC

ANTHONY HOPKINS
ANN-MARGRET

BURGESS MEREDITH
ED LAUTER

EXECUTIVE PRODUCER C.O. ERICKSON

MUSIC BY JERRY GOLDSMITH

SCREENPLAY BY WILLIAM GOLDMAN,
BASED UPON HIS NOVEL

PRODUCED BY JOSEPH E. LEVINE AND RICHARD P. LEVINE

DIRECTED BY RICHARD ATTENBOROUGH

PRINTS BY DE LUXE TECHNOCOLOR

STARTS FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 10TH AT A THEATER NEAR YOU

CHECK LOCAL NEWSPAPERS FOR THEATER LISTINGS
HPC discusses Senior housing

(Continued from page 1)

members, many of whom expressed their doubts that any type of program along the lines of the one I suggested would be successful.

"Are we doing this just to satisfy someone above us?" Donney asked, adding, "In my dorm (Badin), I can't think of anyone who really has a serious problem."

DeGrande stressed that "there was no pressure from above."

Peggy (Cronin, alcohol and drug counselor for the Notre Dame Psychological Services Center) and Andy (McKenna, student body president) released the proposal to

Jayne Rizzo (Student Judicial Co-ordinator) and me. It seemed like a good way to address the problem."

"It's a pervasive problem. There are a limited number of ways we can deal with it. We thought this would be the best," DeGrande added.

Jose Morrocco, Pangborn hall president summer up the HPC's consensus about the issue by commenting, "This approach seems to be so superficial. Why can they come up with money for the conference, which makes a good appearance, but not for any of the social space problems? We're not attacking the roots. The real roots are the lack of social space and LaFortune (renovation). Maybe the money could be better spent that way."

by Michael Malinelli

"JIM, YOU WANT TO EAT NOW?
CAN'T EAT DINNER ON WEDNESDAY"

IN I"GHT ROOMS YOU JOINED THAT USELESS FEED THE
HUNGRY PROGRAM
IT'S NOT USELESS!

"THAT'S PURPOSE IS TAKING 1 1 TO THE POOR AND
2) TO REMIND YOU EACH WEEK..."

...THAT YOU ARE EASILY TALKED INTO PRACTICALLY
ANYTHING

[last puzzle]

fly half-fare

to Cincinnati

$24

Now, all Cincinnati area Notre Dame and St. Mary's students can fly home for $24.00 on a stand-by basis. This is direct service, without changing planes at Chicago's O'Hare. Call Toll-Free

comair
(800) 354-9822

Yesterday's a swers
**UPCOMING EVENTS**

**MISCELLANEOUS LOAN FUND**
Student loan 80 $2,000.00 per cent per month. 6 months. No fee. Apply at the Office of Financial Aid, basement 11:30-12:30 M-

**DISCO CLASSES CONTINUE**
**TUESDAY Afternoon**
**EVERY WEDNESDAY**
7:30-8:30 PM.
WALK IN ALONE.
**EVERY THURSDAY**
**FESTIVAL of LIGHTS** AND **DANCE**.
**FRIDAY Night**
**8:30-11:00 PM**
**PERSON PER PERSON**

American Notes: St. Mary's Community: Tennessee tickets needed: to 802. Ben manly, handicapped and disadvantaged children and adults to a campus. Help give everyone the thrill of a lifetime! Tickets will be sold for the dining halls and in the dorms. C.11 campus students may drop off tickets at Student Activities.

Tickets will be dropped by. Announcement.

**CONTACT LF S.**
Barbara L. Hanes has brand new Golf products and equipment. Call LF S. for information. Soft Lenses, Box 7463, 1011-500-7000.

Mandatory meeting for all advertising layout people on Tuesday, Feb. 20th, starting at 7:30 p.m.

**FORENT**
House for rent, 1 1/2 bedroom, 2 1/2 bathrooms, located in Eugene, St. 2nd Ave. $300 plus utilities. Call 574-5816.

**St. George -** ND 10 sq. ft. and $1 special $360. 3010 N. Dimes 6694-5809.

**SAFE**

**FIRE SALE**

**76 Cameo-Eyecite 3-speed. Excellent condition.** 231-1209 after 5 p.m.

**The Mamas**

**Ray of The Mamas**

**Luz Radio Theater**

**Producer starting game.** 746-1000. Send your name, address, phone number and $5 as a deposit on top cash. Relive the glory of the Mamas' greatest legend. Send S.B. 60 to Little Shop on the 4th, 1 W. State St. in Dayton. S.B. 10710. Satisfaction guaranteed.

**1972 Ford Pickup Wagon:** faculty memberpossibly sells. As is. Start, sari, radiator, electric motor, rear seat. 4 people. 350 C.I. 744-5800.

**Cleveland Zoo open Wed., Sat., Sun. 9-7. 500 used books. A general $1, rebates $0.18 each - Hradish, Kind, 863-5888.

**Books are taken:** like leaves at Pandora's Box. Contact: 336-4500. For sale: all academic - are on sale of Pandora's 822-1800.

**XMAS abroad:** Sales rep. 500 Kendrew Street. $50. Geneva speakers, gardener, landscaper, etc. 2500 will be accepted. Call Mike 338-3305.

**For sale:** 2 STONESTAN Bloor Street tickets for $2 each.

**Lost** 2 New section lower 20 minutes Finn tickets for sale. Call 3369.

**LOST AND FOUND**

**LOST:** Pair of rust-colors by M.A. O. eon Saturday night. PLEASE call Mrs. Walker.

**Found:** Room key Friday night at Blues Festival. Call 237-1678 and identify.

**Lost:** Pair of brown glass frames gles in soft. 238-1100.

**Lost:** Outside Lean Arch-Gold heart shape ring with initials LM. Semiotics.

**Lost:** SMC Classics ring, initially MEB 130. If found, please call Marilyn 441-4008.

**Found:** one woman's watch on Oct. 31. Call 573-0000.

**Lost:** Small brown shoulder purse at St. Mary's 10:30 p.m. on Nov. 10th. Halloween costume. Contains: James Dillon I.D. Pass. Please call at 713-6337.

**Lost:** Black translite umbrella, South Master, Monday afternoon. Call John, 1927.
Brownie will be home for Christmas

BY ROBERT SCHULMAN

The Notre Dame hockey team skated to an exciting split in their series goals. With the gridders at home this weekend against Tennessee, it was

Mike Henry

Shots on goal

ND Hockey

Scott Schade, 5-10, 155-pound forward for 1978 by the Baseball

The Notre Dame hockey team skated to an exciting split in their series goals. With the gridders at home this weekend against Tennessee, it was

Jeff Brownschidle, here seen in action last weekend, is off to Sweden
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